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Earth Week: encouraging sustainability
Environmentalism on a broader scale: “to care about the environment is... also to care about h u m a n s ”
H a n n a h Gingrich
Staff W riter

From April 15 to 19, Hope
College will once more support
the green movement by hosting
Earth Week, seeking to raise
awareness for global issues
concerning climate change and
the environment.
“I feel like there's kind
of something for everyone,”
said Lauren Madison (’14), a
member of Hope’s “green team”
and a leader in Earth Week’s
organization.
Madison
explains
why
it is particularly important
for Hope to take on a role of
enviornmental responsibility.
“Ithink as a Christian college
we’re in a unique position," said
Madison, noting, “Biblically
speaking, we’ve been given
a certain role, and that’s not
something that's recognized at
a very widespread scale in the
church. So I think it’s exciting
to be at a college where people
are starting to recognize

[sustainability] as a Christian
responsibility."
Flyers around campus will
remind students of the many
documentaries, speakers, and
other events students can attend
to learn about various issues in
the environmental movement.
Today, April 17, brings
Peter Illyn, founder of the
Christian
organization
Restoring Eden. He will discuss
a Christian perspective on
•environmentalism and the harm
of mountaintop removal in
Appalachia.
Today is also the Green
Coffeehouse at the Kletz, where
students can receive free Cool
Beans coffee if they bring their
own mug.
Thursday, guest lecturer
Rafael
Manzanero
will
speak about environmental
conservation in Belize.
Thursday evening, students
can watch a screening of
“Gasland,”
a
controversial
documentary detailing the
impact gas fracking has on local

communities. It was nominated
at the Academy Awards for Best
Documentary in 2011.
The
screening is hosted by Hope
United for Justice.
After classes on Friday,
students can visit Earth Jam,
a concert that begins at 3 p.m.
in the Pine Grove. Samantha
Cooper, Elizabeth Pixley-Fink,
and Alex Perez are some of the
artists featured at the concert.
Free food and free t-shirts will
be offered on a first-come, firstserved basis. In case of rain,
Earth Jam will be held in the
Kletz.
On Monday, April 15, Earth
week began with craftworkshops
at Karla’s Place on Eighth Street.
The two workshops involved
projects made entirely out of
recycled material.
Phelps and Cook dining halls
served a vegetarian lunch on
Tuesday, shedding light on how
being an herbivore does more
than save animals and lower
cholesterol— it can save the
see
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SEWING IT ALL TOGETHER— A group of students wor k
on s o m e sustainable crafts at Karla’s Place. The d o w n t o w n
Holland shop offered craft w orkshops to kick off H o p e ’s Earth
W e e k on Monday.

Future of the Phelps Scholars Program
Newly appointed P S P director, Yolanda Vega, has been involved with the program since its beginning
Claire Call
Campus Co-Editor

It has
recently
been
announced thatinthe 2013-2014
school year, the Phelps Scholars
Program (PSP) at Hope College
will have new directorship.
Yolanda Vega, who
is
currently a first year seminar
(FYS) professor within the
program and assistant director
of Hope's TRiO Upward Bound
program, will be succeeding
Charles Green, the current
director of the program.
Vega, who has been with the
Upward Bound program for 18
years, has mixed feelings about
her new position.
“I’m very excited overall,
but I'm leaving a job I love
here as well, so [I have] mixed
emotions,” said Vega.
Vega added that although she
willmiss the people she currently
works with, she is excited to
continue working with students
in higher education.
With Upward Bound, Vega

an all-consuming job... I’m just
seeking a littlebit better balance
in my daily life and also seeking
some balance across my entire
career,” said Green.
The change in leadership was
not entirely unexpected; Green
said it has been continuously
delayed for about 12 years.
“I'm finishing my 30th year
at Hope College and I’ve spent
15 of those years working with
Phelps Scholars,” said Green. “I
thought I’d spend two or three
years with it...but couldn’tquite
let itgo.”
Though the appointment
ENJOYING A BITE— Current Phelps Scholars enjoy their
time together at an ethnic restaurant on o n e of their m a n y of a new director was the
outings. The Phelps Scholars Program, which focuses on cul task of Alfredo Gonzales,
Associate Provost and Dean for
tural diversity, is for first-year students.
International and Multicultural
works with students before they at Meiji Gakuin in Tokyo, then Education, Green surmises that
enter college. N o w Vega will get spending his sabbatical writing. “it was one of those situations
to work with students on the When he returns to Hope in the where there was an internal
fall of 2014, Green will join the candidate who was so obvious"
other side.
that there was no need to spend
Green, too, is looking psychology department.
“I’ve been [the director for] months conducting a national
forward to balancing out his
career. For the 2013-2014 school quite a long time and I have search.
Green refers, of course, to
year, Green will be teaching as enjoyed working with the
Vega
who has been at Hope
students
a
great
deal,
but
i
t
i
s
Hope’s faculty representative

College for 23 years, and has
been with the program since the
beginning, even living in Scott
Hall as Resident Director for
three years.
“I was approached, I think,
because of my longevity here
and the other positions I’ve held
outside the Phelps Scholars
Program... I think the different
lifeexperiences I’ve been blessed
to have have helped prepare me
for this transition,”said Vega.
As for the future of the
program, Vega cites Green as a
mentor and hopes to continue
his vision as well as add to the
program herself.
“I want to go in as a learner
and experience the full program
this first year but also be taking
notes, making observations
about how the program can
continue to grow. Iwant to learn
and cast vision as I’m learning,”
said Vega. “Dr. Green has been
an incredible mentor and I
would justhope to be able to add
to his vision of the program... to
keep growing with it.”
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T his W eek at H ope
Wednesday
April 17
“Faith, Race, and Politics”
Winants Auditorium, 7 p.m.

Thursday
April 1 8
Earth Week: “Gasland”

Hope for awareness and acceptance
Response to events during Disibilities Awareness Week: “w e are one step closer”
Vivian Liu
Campus Co-Editor

Fried-Hemenway Auditorium, 7 p.m.

Last Lecture Series presents
“Blessed: A Life Shaped by
Others"
M a a s Auditorium, 7 p.m.

Friday
Earth Jam

April 19

Pine Grove, 3 p.m. (rain location:
Kletz)

Monday
April 2 2
25th Anniversary open house
Van Wylen Library. 3 p.m.

In B rief

UNDERGRADUATE
RESEARCH
Hope’s annual Celebration
of Undergraduate Research and
Creative Performance was held
on Friday. Students presented
research projects on various
topics, totalling 220 projects
in all. Just a few of the many
research topics included eating
patterns in social environments,
phosphates in the Lake Macatawa
watershed, the 16th century
missionary Francis Xavier, and
teaching dance to learners with
autism.

BIOLOGY PROFESSOR
AWARDED RESEARCH
GRANT

Having a fully functional
body and mind are some things
that most people take for
granted. Last week, Disability
Awareness Week sought to
make people more conscious
of the challenges that people
with disabilities face and help
people better understand and
respect those with disabilities or
impairments.
Christian Vega (’16), who is
P hoto C ourtesy of M ortar B oard
on the committee of Disability
Awareness Week said, “One FROLF CHAMPIONS— O n Friday, April 12, a frolf tournament took place as part of Disabili
thing I would like everyone at ties A wa r e n e s s W e e k . Here, the winning t e a m holds their trophy after the tournament.
Hope College to know about
people with disabilities is that support he has received from simulate and learn about the campus and the community
we are not helpless and we are people at Hope, who have been trials,tribulations, and triumphs embraced this week so whole
ofa person with a disability,” said* heartedly, and I hope that they
able to overcome our disabilities. accommodating to his needs.
will share their experiences with
“When Ifirstcame to Hope, I Janvrin.
This iswhat gives us such strong
Janvrin
believes
that friends and family members,”
felt as ifIwasn’t being stared at,
willpower.”
In fact, Vega is thankful for or judged, and Iwould like to say Disability Awareness Week said Janvrin.
Janvrin is excited for next
the new perspective on life that how proud Iam to be at a school was a huge success. She was
having a disabilityhas given him. with such a great community," thrilled that so many people year’sDisabilityAwareness Week
wanted to participate in the and feels happy to know there
“Ihave a mild case of cerebral said Vega.
wheelchair challenge and that are more Hope students who
However,
Genevieve
Janvrin,
palsy, and personally I am glad
many people watched Tangled know about hidden disabilities
the
chairwoman
of
Disability
I have this, because it has given
me a new perspective on my life Awareness Week believes that with descriptive services for and learning disabilities as well
and the lives of others. Most of many students at Hope have the blind and subtitles for the as physical, hearing, and visual
us have lived our entire lives little to no understanding of hearing-impaired. She was impairments.
“W e are one step closer to
fighting, whether that be to live disabilities and would not also happy to hear eye-opening
an independent lifestyle, or to know how to help a peer with a comments from her peers about global awareness and acceptance
the experiences they had with of individuals with disabilities
have a better quality oflifein the disability.
than we were before,” said
“This week gives Hope the simulations.
long run," said Vega.
“I am so thankful that the Janvrin.
Vega also appreciates the students the opportunity to

Green events

BECAUSE

♦ EARTH, f r o m p a g e 1

planet.
Also on Tuesday was a
Associate professorofBiology screening of“Chasing Ice,”a 2012
at Hope College, Gregory Fraley, documentary about a National
was rewarded with a $240,301 Geographic photographer and
grant from the National Institutes climate change skeptic who
ofHealth to continue his research went to the arctic and found
on eating disorders. Fraley’s unprecedented evidence of ice
research considers the role that loss.
braincircuitryplays infood intake
In addition to campus
in mammals. This particular events, businesses downtown
strand of research began during are offering special deals to
the 2004-2005 academic year as celebrate Earth Week. All week,
a faculty-student collaboration those who bring travel mugs to
with then freshman Marlie Lemonjeilos will receive $1 off
Johnson. The grant allows Fraley all drinks. Kelly's Marketplace
to continue this research for the will also offer buy-one-get-onenext three years.
free shaved ice.
Madison hopes that Earth
Week will spark campus-wide
HOPE HONORS ALUMNI
interest in environmentalism.
“I think Hope College
On April 27, during the Hope can be a leader in terms of
College Alumni Banquet, Hope sustainability, or we can be a
will honor three alumni. Two little bit behind the times,” she
Distinguished Alumni Awards said. She mentioned a number
will go to J. Scott Carpenter (’87) of simple things Hope students
and Joel Schoon-Tanis (’89). The could do such as composting or
distinguished Alumni Award, using reusable mugs.
recognizing decades or careers of
“Ithink alotofsmall decisions
contributions to society or service made collectively can have a big
to Hope, is the highest honor impact,” she said.
one can receive from the Alumni
Broadening the concept of
Association. The third alumnus, “environmentalism," Madison
James Boelkins (’66) will be, added, “People get this idea
awarded a Meritorius Service in their heads that people
award. The Meritorius Service who really care about the
Award recognizes contributions environment sort of just care
to Hope through personal service about ‘the environment' in
and long-time involvement with a very abstract way without
the college. This award can be realizing that to care about the
presented to Alumni or friends of environment is,at the end of the
the college.
day, also to care about humans."
I,
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Sustained threats spur Japanese apprehension
Japan examines
defensive options
as tensions over
N. Korean nuclear
plans persist
W e s l o y Rleth
W orld N ews Co-Editor

of the U.S. In central Tokyo
last week, the Japanese Army
prepared an array of groundbased interceptor missiles with
the distinct objective of blowing
up any type of N. Korean missile
before itwould have the chance
to make landfall.
This antimissile battery,
interestingly enough, uses U.S.
technology almost exclusively.
While it does project a
defensive stance for Japan, the
action is nonetheless a bold
one considering Japan’s strong
alliance with the US., and by

In a scenario that remains
eerily reminiscent of the United
States’ accusatory excursion to
locate Iraq’s elusive weapons of
mass destruction, evidence of
varying reliability continues to
grow to support the claim of a
legitimate North Korean nuclear
This particular medi
threat.
um-range missile has
An
assessment
last
the capability to deliver
week, issued by the Defense
a payload...to anywhere
Intelligence
Agency,
gave
in
Japan as well as the
significant legitimacy to N.
American territory of
Korea’s ability to manufacture
Guam.
a nuclear warhead of a small
enough size to be attached to a
— S. K o r e a n Intel .
R eports
ballistic missile and delivered to
a determined target. The report,
_____________ 9 3
delivered to senior members of
the Obama administration and default the largest supply of
members ofcongress, also stated active nuclear weapons in the
that the weapon's “reliabilitywill world. Itsunori Onodera, the
be low.”
Japanese defense minister, has
However, in full realization issued a standing order to shoot
of the fact that “it only takes all incoming N. Korean missiles
one” (atleast in terms of nuclear that pose a threat to their
weapons), Japan continues territory.
Japan’s fear of attack may be
to prepare for a worst-case
scenario despite the skepticism warranted. In previous missile
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BATTEN D O W N THE HATCHES— Personnel from Japan's Self Defence Forces refuel PAC-3
missile Interceptors at the c o m p o u n d of Japan’s Defense Ministry In Tokyo, April 12, which will
be crucial assets should North Korea m a k e goo d on recent threats.
launching exercises, the flight
paths of N. Korea’s pseudo
weapons have been directly
above the Japanese landmass.
Furthermore, as a result of
the increasingly violent threats
issued by N. Korea to both South
Korea and the U.S., Japan stands
as an easy bargaining chip to
aid Kim Jong Un. A common
denominator in more recent
statements issued by N. Korea
has been the incorporation

of American military bases in
Japan. Standing threats of attack
on these bases are as worrisome
to the Japanese as they are to
U.S., considering the fact that
many of the bases are in very
close proximity to the greater
metropolitan Tokyo area, home
to over 33 million citizens.
To hasten the situation even
more, intelligence reports from
S. Korea suggested last week
that N. Korea's newest class of

missile, the Musudan, is due
to be tested next week. This
medium-range missile has the
capability to deliver a payload,
when launched from N. Korea,
to anywhere in Japan as well as
the American territory ofGuam.
As N. Korea gathers to
celebrate the 101st.anniversary
of its founder’s birth. Japans
mood will remain less festive
and more vigilant in anticipation
of allpossible scenerios.

P ERSPECTIVES

“Best” option remains Emergency Manager
A l e x Belica
Staff W riter

Detroit is a tale of two cities,
and while the last 10 years have
seen tremendous improvements
to the city’sbusiness and cultural
centers, the neighborhoods
lacking even
basic
city
services have been allowed to
deteriorate. Detroit has been
running financial deficits on the
order of hundreds of millions
for many years, but has avoided
catastrophe by temporarily
papering over the problem with
more debt. As a result, they are
left with a whopping $14 billon
in obligations.
In March, Gov. Snyder finally
P hoto C ourtesy of A P
pulled the plug, using a newly
revised Emergency Manager Act EXTREME MAKEOVER: BELLE EDITION— A m e m b e r of a local service organization
to appoint Kevyn Orr, a high- joins In efforts to m a k e the premises of Belle Isle a m o r e accurate reflection of Its name.
profile bankruptcy attorney, as
!Detroit’s Emergency Financial philosophical criticism, but in with 'wide open greens and were spent on restoring the
Manager (or EMF) for the reality, the appointment of an beautiful historic buildings, isle's grand marble fountain,
next 18 months. An financial financial manager is the best was surely in its day one of the scrappers successfully stole its
manager temporarily supplants thing that has happened to nicest worldwide. Today, it is newly installed copper pipes,
s in utter disrepair. The isle's leading to thousands more in
the local city's elected officials city government in years. Orr’
and is allocated broad power to position will allow him to make zoo is abandoned and covered repairs.
One would think city officials,
restructure the city’s financial the sometimes painful changes in graffiti, the bathrooms are
systems, including reorganizing that Detroit's ineffective and chained shut, and the streetlights burdened with a massive deficit,
departments,
layoffs,
and often corrupt city officials have that stillwork shine needlessly in would be happy to divest
the middle of a sunny afternoon. themselves of such a public
even the selling of the city’s avoided for years.
However,
Thankfully, private charity embarrassment.
A painful example of this
assets. Unsurprisingly, Snyder’s
common
sense
was
in short
organizations
do
what
they
organizational
paralysis
appointment has been criticized
by cityofficialsand local activists exhibited itself last fall. In the can to clean piles of trash from supply last fall when the issue
as an undemocratic perversion middle of the Detroit River the isle and keep some of its came before the city council.
of the American ideal of self- lies Belle Isle, a 982-acre park historic buildings in repair. The Michigan Department of
However, a lack of security often Natural Resources offered a
government, albeit a temporary designed by Frederick Law
undermines their efforts. After 30-year lease to run the isle
Olmstead, creator of New
one.
Such critics ,i££y have a valid YpjlLS-C^ntral Park, The.island,. thousands in private donations and would sell bonds to make

improvements to the park. Like
all state parks, vehicles would
be charged a $10 fee for a yearly
pass; one could stillwalk on the
isle for free. The city council
balked at the proposal, calling it
a “giveaway” of one of the city’s
gems.
With the city council's refusal,
the mayor was forced to stop
cutting the grass and providing
other maintenance at multiple
local neighborhood playgrounds
in order to find the $6 million
needed to continue running
Belle Isle.
Although Orr seems very
qualified as an
financial
manager, he cannot possibly
solve all Detroit’s problems in a
short 18 months. Nevertheless,
if he uses common sense,
he may be able to instigate
exponential
improvement.
Despite the city's recent woes,
there are many positive signs.
Abandoned
historic
office
buildings are being repurposed
and new businesses are moving
downtown almost daily.
Indeed, this optimistic local
feel foretells that the future
may be a bright one; the needed
change can happen, especially
with the help of an emergency
manager.
Today
Detroit’s
motto seems more appropriate
than ever: “Speramus Meliora;
Resurget Cineribus (We Hope
for Better Things; It Shall Rise
from the Ashes)."

Lancaster, California: Solar City, U S A
Republican mayor offers plan to create complete, solar self-sufficiency in 2 0 1 4 with help of subsidies
Timothy C o o k
Staff W riter

It is 6:30 a.m. at the edge of
the Mojave Desert, and the lights
ofabout halfa million people are
beginning to turn on. As is easy
to forget, human consumption
requires the harnessing and
processing of energy.
For most Americans, this
means
many
conversions:
potential energy to thermal
energy to kinetic energy
to electric energy. For the
community
of
Lancaster,
California, it means something
very different: the direct
harnessing of solar energy.
Supplying power to an
entire city through solar energy
is an endeavor long sought after
by science fiction. However, it
has taken the will and initiative
ofone man, Lancaster’smayor R.
Rex Parris, to bring the concept
into reality. Famously quoted
as stating, “I’m Republican, but
I’m not an Idiot” Parris is a firm
believer in climate change and
has made ithis mission to reduce
the carbon dioxide footprint
of his city and throughout the
world.
In order to engineer this
monumental leap forward,
Parris and the city council have

enacted a mandatory building
code that will require a “bare
minimum" of a 1.0 kilowatt
solar power system. This and
several other programs are parts
of the “net zero” program, the
end goal being that of operating
the township without energy

66
I’m Republican, but
I’m not an idiot.

echoing Lancaster’s prestigious
history of involvement with
aerospace achievements. It was
at Lancaster's own Edwards Air
Force Base that Chuck Yeager
famously launched from to
break the sound barrier. At the
time, Lancaster had one of the
highest employment rates in
the country and was the site
of Lockheed Martin's most
cutting-edge aircraft factories.

Even though the era of new panels at cheap, subsidized
achieving sound-breaking flight prices.
Lancaster's new building
has ended and the factories
have closed, optimism remains. codes go into effect as early
Parris hopes that his efforts will as 2014, leaving' enough time
bring a new enthusiasm toward for residents and the city
sustainability and the lowering administration to adapt to the
of carbon dioxide emissions new regulations. It is hoped that
within his community. Parris at subsidized prices, the cheap
has made efforts through his new solar panels will eventually
partnership with the solar panel be the primary source of energy
manufacturer Solar City to build for allof Lancaster’s residents.

— R. R ex P arris ,
m a y o r of

La n c a s t e r ,

C alif.

________________ 3 9
consumption from outside
sources.
About 100 homes* have
already taken advantage of
the program and its proposed
benefits. The “net zero" program
is also being adopted within the
public realm, as solar energy has
been installed at six municipal
buildings within the town.
Parris's efforts to make
Lancaster the “Solar Capital
of the Universe" have been
compared with the efforts to
strive for landing on the moon,

.. P

erspectives
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IT’S ALWAYS SUNNY IN LANCASTER— A n array of solar panels are displayed proudly on
top of a parking garage In Lancaster, Calif. Nationally, photovoltaic generating capacity rose
7 6 percent In 2012, according to the Solar Energy Industries Association.

—

The Crossroads of faith and creation care
H a n n a h Cutshall
riter

G uest W

For m y freshman Spring
Break, I chose to travel to
Duffield, Va. with 13 other
classmates on an immersion trip
offered by Campus Ministries,
in order to experience a

combination of political issues
and religious outreach.
Working
with
the
organizations Restoring Eden
and theAppalachianCommunity
Health Survey Project, our goal
was to collect public health
surveys in order to study the

trends of declining health and
increasing cancer diagnoses
in areas of coal strip-mining,
also known as mountaintop
removal. Throughout the week,
we learned many things about
the environmental movement
and what it looks like to be

P hoto C ourtesy
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CONSEQUENCES OF MODERNISM— A view of a Mountaintop R e m o v a l site In Letcher
County, Ky. The terrace-llke structures In this lanscape s h o w the locations of “s e a m s ” of coal
that are mined. A d v a n c e s in technology have m a d e this type of mining possible.

stewards of the Earth.
W hen I found out that I
was accepted into the Restoring
Eden immersion trip group,
my initial reaction was not
one of joy. Although I knew
that the trip would take place
in the beautiful Appalachian
Mountains, I did not know we
would be dealing with political
environmentalism.
Not only
did I know nothing about the
environment, but I had also
never been very invested in
“going green," so this trip was
going to be out of my comfort
zone.
I was determined to
understand that this was a
part of God's plan for me, and
that I would not have been on
this trip if He did not want me
to learn something. Because
my immersion group met a
few times prior to our outing,
I realized I was one of the
only individuals not overtly
passionate about protecting the
environment or majoring in a
subject that dealt with science or
ecology. With all this in mind, I
packed my bag and went on a
life-changing week.
In order to collect the
public health surveys, we needed
to understand the injustices that
are affecting the people of the
Appalachian communities. Our
organization, Restoring Eden,
strives to raise awareness
and
create legislation to
end the dangerous effects
of mountaintop removal by

taking and reviewing these
surveys.
Instead of coal
mining deep in the sides of
the mountains, mountaintop
removal is a type of mining in
which they use dynamite to blow
off the tops of the mountains to
get the coal that is deeper within
the rock.
Once the top portion is
removed, it is distributed into
surrounding valleys. However,
due to the relative abundance of
streams that weave through the
mountainside, this waste (which
is piled indiscriminately on top
of streams) is in.part responsible
for the rampant water pollution
in this area. From this point,
the streams continue and pass
through local citizens’ front
yards, contaminating their well
water and indirectly affecting
their health.
As a result,
mountaintop removal isnot only
destructive to the mountains, but
also to the local communities,
leading to higher rates of cancer
and birth defects.
In addition to learning
about the blatant wrongdoings
imposed upon the community,
I learned about the importance
of living as a guardian of the
Earth. As a group, we discussed
humans’ relationships with the
Earth, and I now understand
that we need to live along with
it, instead of manipulating and
destroying it. One comment
that stood out to me during the
week was about the Bible verse
SEE

MINING,
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T his W eek In A rt
Wednesday
April 17
Hope College Theatre Pres
ents: “Stage Door”
DeWitt Main Theatre 8 p.m. (runs on
the 18th, 26th and 27th)

Thursday
April 1 8
Concert Band Performance
Dimnent Memorial Chapel 7:30 p.m.

Saturday
April 20
Wind Ensemble Concert
DeVos Fieldhouse 2 p.m.

“Choral Masterworks" Concert
DeWitt Auditorium of Zeeland East
High School 7:30 p.m. (runs through
the 21st)

Monday
April 22
Student-Choreographed Dance
Concert
Knickerbocker Theatre 8 p.m. (runs
through the 23rd)

In B rief

EDWARD H1RSCH COMES
TO HOPE FOR LAST VWS
EVENT OF THE YEAR
Edward Hirsch, a well known
poet and critic, will read at
the Knickerbocker Theatre on
Thursday at 7 p.m. for the se
mester’s last Visiting Writers
Series event. The author of eight
volumes of poetry and a nation
al bestseller on “H o w to Read a
Poem and Fall in Love With Po
etry,"Hirsch has received his fair
share of accolades over the years
including the Lavan Younger
Poets Award from the Academy
of American Poets in 1981 and
a National Book Critics Circle
Award in 1986.
He has also served as a Pro
fessor of English at both Wayne
State University and the Univer
sity of Houston. He is currently
the president of the John Simon
Guggenheim Memorial Founda
tion.
Describing Hirsch's poetry,
the poet Dana Goodyear wrote
for the Los Angeles Times, “It
takes a brave poet to follow
Homer, Virgil, Dante, and Milton into the abyss...Hirsch's po
ems [are] compassionate, rev
erential, sometimes relievingly
ruthless.”
Hirsch will also participate in
a Q and A session in the FriedHemenway auditorium at 11
a.m. the same day. Admission to
both events is free.

PULITZER PRIZE
WINNERS
This year’s Pulitzer Prize
winners were announced on
Monday. While the commit
tee last year chose not to name
a winner for the fiction award,
they have given Adam John
son’s novel “The Orphan Mas
ter’s Son” that distinction this
year. Other award winners in
clude Gilbert King’s “Devil in
the Grove: Thurgood Marshall,
the Groveland Boys, and the
Dawn of a N e w America” for
best nonfiction, “Stag’s Leap"
by Sharon Olds for best poetry
collection and Ayad Akhtar’s
“Disgraced” for best drama.

Sunny-side-up with The Soil and The S u n
Jimmy Champane
G uest W riter

The Grand Rapids-based
band The Soil and The Sun came
ready to rock Park Theatre on
April 9 for a concert, which
was sponsored by the Hope
College Concert Series (HCCS).
Finishing off a month-long tour
across the Midwest, the band
had ample opportunity to slack
off and relax, but luckily, they
chose not to do so.
The Park Theatre was
relativelyfullfor a Tuesday night
show. After tuning up, the band’s
members seamlessly segued into
one of their more popular songs
“Raised in Glory.” The transition
was done so effortlessly that I
honesdy didn't even notice until
the drummer started kicking out
the song’s beat.
Their
next
song
“WestDownRightUpLeftEast”
incorporatedboth thexylophone
and the accordion, the quick
and jerky triplets making for
a catchy beat that was almost
like a mash-up between Modest
Mouse and Death Cab for Cutie.
The group had a highly
unique energy while they played,
making it hard not to get into
the music. The bass guitarist
and the drummer kept the seven
members of the band together,
playing perfectiy in-sync despite

seemingly playing with reckless
abandon. The next song they
played, “One Woman,” featured
a drum track that would have
been impossible for one person
to achieve with only two arms.
To overcome this, the singer had
a tom and a snare in front of him
for the entire show, and, much
like the bassist, was in perfect
synchrony with the drummer.
Ironically, their tune “The
Devil Made M e Do It” was their
most lighthearted and upbeat
song. Featuring the xylophone
and the triangle in addition
to heavy crashes of the ride
cymbal, the song instilled a
sense of wonder and urgency.
Normally used as a background
instrument during the concert,
the violin was omnipresent
throughout the entire song,
adding a nice touch.
Having both a male and
female lead singer was an
incredible boon to many of their
songs, especially “Are You?” and
“W h o Is He, Anyway?” Because
the singers were both aware
of each other’s volume, they
somehow managed never to
stray off-key.
Attendees of the show were
lucky to hear two unrecorded
and unreleased songs titled
“Samiaza,” and “You W o n ’t
Know.” These were definitely
my two favorite tracks that

The Soil and The Sun

were played, because the band
showed a true evolution of their
indie style and reliance on a
wide variety of instruments in
their music.
The band finished strong with
three tracks titled “Arizona,”
“Through These Walls” and
“I Know It (I Feel It, Too).”
“Arizona” was the most abstract
track played, and it risked
losing the energy the group had
attained from the audience. “I
Know It (I Feel It, Too)” was my
favorite song played during the
evening. Ithad an ominous intro
that moved into an exploration

of different time-signatures. To
finish out the night, they played
an encore that was completely
acoustic and the crowd was all
over it.
For $5, you truly couldn’t
have gone wrong attending this
concert. The Soil and The Sun
was a highly professional band
and a great addition to thisyear’s
stellar H CCS lineup. If they
returned next year, there would
almost assuredly be a larger
turnout. Their relaxing music
ultimately provided a great
break from our end-of-the-year
studies.

W T H S reviews newly released spring albums
Wild Belle, “Isles”
Elliot and Natalie Bergman, a sister-brother duo, deliver their firstalbum “Isles.”Although they are
not creating anything new, the infusion of reggae and psychedelic pop offers an innovative sound.
As a multi-instrumentalist, Eliot uses this to layer songs with many distinct sounds, highlighting
the saxophone. Reminiscent of A m y Winehouse and Adele, Natalie lends her vocals to deepen the
music. “Isles” combines many sounds of familiar artists such as Vampire Weekend, Santigold, A my
Winehouse, Lana Del Rey and the Black Keys, which seems to work and not create a chaotic mesh.
Fusing all these sounds, their retro reggae pop transports you to those warm days in the summer,
especially on tracks like “Twisted” and “Keep You." This album could go unnoticed, but as the
sounds call forth the much anticipated summer, take a listen on those sunny days when sunglasses
and bicycles come out of their hibernating period.
- Sara Sanchez

Devendra Banhart, “Mala”
For over 10 years, Devendra Banhart has been making simple folk music with a heavy dose ofweird.
This sound helped established the Venezuelan songwriter as one of the primary artists in the Freak
Folk" movement in the mid-2000s. N o w on his 8thalbum, “Mala" isa well-crafted collection ofsongs
that borrow influences from all over the map. Whether itbe a haunting ballad (“Daniel, Wont You
Come H o m e ”), an upbeat sing-along (“Never Seen Such Good Things,” “W o n ’t You Come Over”),
a Latin-influenced groove (“Mi Negrita”) or even a Techno Jam (“Your Fine Petting Duck ), the
songs showcase Banhart’s tight songwriting while largely avoiding his avant-garde tendencies.
N e w listeners will undoubtedly love the catchiness, but long-time fans may miss the weird a bit.
Regardless, “Mala" isyet another great album in a year that has’already been fantastic for music.

-M«t O,,.lie_________________________

Cavemam, “Caveman”
For established Caveman fans, it may have felt like this record took FOREVER to be released.
However, we had to stay patient (not too sure what else we could have done). And luckily, our
patience has gifted us a new Caveman record rich in mature production arid chill quality. Although
this is the group’s second record, we are blasted with their self-titled LP. This could be explained
by their switch to Fat Possum Records and/or them just feeling like naming itthat. Either way, the
tracks are undoubtedly the most chill we’ve heard and perhaps the most musically sensual. Listen
for their initial singles, “In The City" and “Over M y Head.” Tune in to W T H S 89.9 and hear more!
For instance, you can hear the opening track, “Strange to Suffer" and tracklist-deep, Ankles. Give
your indie hearbuds (like, ‘tastebuds...’)some warm, Caveman loving. Tell us what you think!
- Christopher Rodriguez
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D o e s recycling h av e a significant f
e nvironment? T h e resounding answ
statisticsf r o m the Clean Air Counc

H o p e strives to m i n i m i z e its carbon footprint a n d m a x i m i z e energy
efficiency. H o p e initiatives seek to i mp rove aspects of c a m p u s to p r o 
m o t e sustainable living practices.

Hope College was named one of the most environmentally respom
sible colleges in the U.S. and Canada by The Princeton Review, which
included Hope in “The Princeton Reviews Guide to 322 Green Col
leges: 2012 Edition”
Hope was chosen for inclusion in this guide based on a survey given
to college administrators about sustainability initiatives. This survey
consisted of 50 question about sustainability-related “policies, practic
es, and programs” Hope has a large number of these indeed.
Hope has changed all of its lighting fixtures to more efficient bulbs.
This is tens of thousands of bulbs, and itmakes allthe difference. Light
ing controls with motion sensors, and other automatic lighting features
conserve electricity.
Hope conserves not only electrical energy, but energy in heating and
cooling as well. Temperature-limiting themostats are installed in all
cottages and apartments, thermal pane windows have been installed in
m any buildings, and water heaters have been replaced and limited to
become more efficient.
Even in dining halls, Hope prioritizes sustainability. Food and nap
kin waste is composted, and disposable products are environmentally
friendly.
Hope's “Green Team” has implemented m a n y programs and events
that make Hope a sustainable environment. Their recent “Caught Being
Green” program promotes recycling and sustainable living on campus.
They also organized a “Cottage Energy Competition”, where cottage
residents worked to lower their electricity use.
Hope also signed the International Tallories Declaration, which is a
plan that will involve incorporating sustainability in m a n y areas of the
college, whether itbe research, teaching, or outreach.
“The Princeton Reviews Guide to 322 Green Colleges: 2012 Edition”
is available as a free ebook at princetonreview.com/green-guide .
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D o you have an idea that could further Hopes green effort?
Visit green.hope.edu and submit your genius plan to their
suggestion box.
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myself, what a wonderful world
use, Recycle

Make Every Day Earth Day
■' ; f?
m m m m
Jaclyn Brett
Guest W riter

impact on saving a n d restoring the
>e r is yes. C h e c k out these inspiring
cleanair.org.

Y o u r c o m m i t t m e n t matters! Don't let a pa t h y or negligence prevent
y o u r conservationalist effort. Identify the small adjustments y o u can
m a k e in y o u r lifestyle to use less energy, water, a n d fuel.

> Ride your bike, scooter, or long board instead of dispensing gaso
line all over the place. W a r m weather is upon us!
> Exchange pop cans for money at Meijer. Recycling pays.
> Buy a reusable water bottle. Avoid the plastic ones.
> Lend a helping hand. W h e n you see a wrapper or bottle on the
grass, after a small fit of rage, pick it up and place it in the nearest
trash can.
> Be conscious of h o w long you keep the water turned on while
showering or washing dishes.
i paper saves up to 17 trees and
)es creating paper from virgin pulp.
saves the energy equivalent of 185

ycled saves over a ton of natural

> Always use double sided printing. Reuse old documents for scrap
paper or crafts.
> Turn off lights and fans that are not in use. Check the house before
you leave to make sure your roommates haven't left anything on.
> Don't let the washer run half-full! Have a roommate or friend share

a load with you. You'll conserve water and save money.
r-;-'

.eglass bottle can light a 100-watt
computer for 30 minutes.

fa bottle of water is for things other
topackaging, shipping and marketing.

■water consumption in the U.S. more
oer person to 29.3 gallons per person.
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> Ifyou've got old electronics, take them to an electronics recycling
center rather than putting hazardous chemicals in landfills. Ifyou
bring them to a Goodwill and tell them it'sfor their Reconnect pro
gram, they'll take care of it. For more information about local elec
tronics recycling, contact hensley@cityofholland.com .
> Unplug that charger. While I realize it's convenient to reach over
and grab a cord, chargers use electricity even when they're not
charging.

aes retired each year, w e would save
rtomes for a yean
'
!/esenough energy to power 3,657
1

ing, re-use, and composting create
^aste incineration and landfills.
fer with no loss of quality.
less water pollution than making

> Going on a
Meijer run? Take
reusable bags.
Not only do they
hold more and are
easier to carry, but
you won't get your
groceries mixed up
with others, and
you're eliminating
waste!
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The final weeks
If I were someone who
counted down the days for
some big event, crossing things
off my calendar diligently and
circling in big red pen the day
of the event, I would tell you
that there are 22 days from the
date of me writing this article to
graduation. 528 hours. 31,680
minutes. 31,680 minutes in
this place that I’ve called home
for four years. That’s scary and
sobering stuff. (But I'm not a
person of counting and dates, so
Ijust realized this right now.)
N o w that the end's not near,
it’shere, I’ve been thinking about
the way that I’m leaving Hope
College. First off, a hearty thank
you to professors who gave me
three research projects the last
semester of senior year: it'sbeen
beyond swellto tryto quell these
nostalgic and sad feelingsto type
out ten pages about the macro
social institutions that have
shaped m y worldview. Much
of my last weeks here are going
to be filled with harried library
typing sessions followed by a lot
ofcoffee and too littlesleep. Yay?
Apart from writing papers
and attempting to graduate with
some kind of motivation, I keep
thinking about thisone question:
‘A m I leaving this place better
than I found it?” And honestly,
I don’t know the answer. I go
back and forth each day: one
day Hope does something that
makes my heart swell with love

for this silly little place, and
then another day Hope does
something that makes me so
angry, I would catch the nearest
bus out of here if 1 didn't have
those research papers due.
I believe that my time here
has been important to my
growth as a person, but I'm not
sure how much of that growth
I’d willingly subject myself to
again. Being the only person of
color in some of m y classes, or
being assumed to be white and
sharing “everyone else’sopinion,”
is something that I had to come
to terms with at Hope. I never
thought thatpeople would refute
the need for a more welcoming
campus to all people with all
backgrounds. I never thought
that people could feel so hurt
and so personally attacked, and
stillstay here at Hope despite all
of their frustration to help heal
and educate the campus. Itry to
be that person, but some days
are better than others.
H o w do I reconcile the
Hope that I love, the friends
I've made, the silly adventures
we've had, and the professors
who have invested their time
in me, with the Hope that I
hate, the place that silences
anything controversial until the
people involved are forced into
the margins, and the place so
overrun with bureaucracy and
double-talk it might as well be
Enron before 2001?
I don’t know, and that’s

why it’s hard for me to see if
I'm leaving this place better
than I found it. Is it better?
Will someone run a statistical
analysis for me real quick so I
can compare the data and see
where the college lies? I hope
that my time here has helped to
make the campus a better place,
but I’m not sure I see it yet. In
pockets, sure, pockets of the
new Phelps Scholars who stillsit
at our table in Phelps, pockets of
friends who attend multicultural
events because they want to be
there, pockets of faculty who
engage in discussions about race
and sexualityin their classes,but
it’snot widespread change. Most
people are blissfully ignorant
of the problems on campus.
Sometimes I wish I, too, could
be blissfully ignorant of the
problems on campus. It would
make my picture of Hope a lot
simpler, and a whole lot happier.
In the end, I’m leaving Hope
College in 22 days. 528 hours.
31.680 minutes. 31,680 minutes
to find out if this is a place I’ll
be proud of or ashamed of in
the end. And right now, the
only thing I’m certain of is that
I’ll have Holland, MI in my
rearview mirror when those
31.680 minutes are up.

Collective Bargaining at DePree

P hoto

by

Liz M

artin

PRETTY PAINTINGS ON THE WALL— Alyssa Richards’(’13) art h an gs In the D eP r e e Gallery.
‘'Collective Bargaining,” the annual senior art show, features the w o r k of graduating studio art
a nd art education majors, a nd runs through Sunday, M a y 5. T h e w o r k of seniors Athlna Alvarez,
M e g a n Alteierl, Leah Carroll, Jacob Dombrowskl, R e b e c c a Hawkins, Justin Korver, Benjamin
Pina, and R e b e c c a Robinett is displayed in addition to Richards’.
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The price of fame
Last week, I presented
at Hope's Celebration for
Undergraduate Research. Even
though Iwas hidden in the back
corner next to the H-Club, many
of my friends, fellow students,
and professors came by to chat
about my research, senior year
and future plans.
It was 5:20, just 10 minutes
shy of the 5:30 ending time for
the event when I turned to the
student I shared a table with
and said, “Do you think anyone
would notice ifIleft? Ithink I’m
done talking to people."
She looked back at me and
smiled. “Of course you can
leave! You’re Madalyn Muncy,
the famous Mellon Scholar! You
can basically do anything you
want!” she said with a giggle.
I looked down, smiled, and
assured her that just wasn’t the
case. Ifanything, they’d want me
to stay longer ifIwas truly was
the famous Mellon Scholar.
Reflecting on what she said,
I realize that there’s a shred
of truth to it. At Hope, people
know my name. They recognize
me. I can go up to the English
department any time and chat
with several professors, many
of which I have never had for a
class. For some reason, whether
I like itor not, I’ve made a name
for myself at Hope.
After four years in one
place, this isn’t odd. However, it
makes me uncomfortable when
people tell me I’m famous or
that a professor absolutely loves
me and mentions me often. I
feel awkward and believe the
attention unwarranted. There
are people much more hard
working and intelligent than I!
While I am incredibly
blessed and fortunate to have
such a positive following and I
appreciate how highly people
may think of me, I feel skeptical
that this constant gushing will
continue into my post-grad life.
I've spent a lot of time over
the last semester applying to
jobs, and in the past month, I’ve
heard “no”more than Iever have
in my life.Though my professors
may love me and other students
may want to be me, Iam just like
everyone else in the real world.
The world outside of Hope
doesn’t view me in the same
way. I am just another English

major with a full resume and a
solid GPA.
Being affirmed by people who
love you is great. Lord knows
I’ve need the pick-me-ups over
the years, especially when the
going was rough. Being told
you’re talented, intelligent and
gifted is something everyone
should hear. But after you hear
those words, it’s important to
remember thatyou are no better
than someone else,thatyou can’t
rest on your laurels, that you are
who you are because you had to
work for it.
People are just people. W e
all make mistakes. W e all have
dreams. W e all have hard days.
W e all have good days. I am no
better than anyone else. I have
faults. I have weaknesses (lots of
them, actually).
I’m sure there could be an
E! True Hollywood Story done
about me. Someone could
expose me for all my faults
and problems. Just ask my
roommate, I’m sure she can
come up with some things that
would make me less amazing in
your eyes since she’s seen me at
my best and worst.
It’s great to be affirmed by
people who know you well. But
you know what’s really great? To
be affirmed by people who don’t
know you at all. The people who
know you will help you get to
where you need to be, but it’s
the affirmation of people who’ve
never met you before that makes
your work all the more valid.
I’d like to be paid in more than
compliments these days, i.e.
cash, job security, insurance
benefits, retirement IRAs.
W hen I get my first big girl
job. I’ll take a moment to thank
those who have believed in me
here atHope. It'sprobably due to
all their gushing and excitement
about my work as a student that
I become successful anyways.
But I will be even more excited
that someone new has realized
my potential.
Madalyn would like to take
a moment to thank all the
professors she’s had at Hope,
especially the ones who have
constantly affirmed her during
many individual meetings this
pastyear.
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D o w n the rabbit hole
Before you graduate, some classes to take
Would I be a geek to confess
that my favorite part of Hope
has been the faculty? Well,
too bad, because its true. I’ve
been so lucky to study a range
of different subjects under an
array of amazing professors who
have each helped me grow in a
significantway. Icould listall146
credit hours and come up with
something significant I’ve taken
away from each course (which I
strongly suggest allstudents do),
but for attention-span’s sake. I’ll
focus on the top ten.
PsychologywithTrent-Brown:
Her interactive lecture style uses
lively, concrete examples that
you’ll remember long after the
exam. What other professor will
give an in-class performance of
different styles of a baby crying?
M y tip: go to class and half
of your studying will be done
before you start.
Michigan FieldGeologywith
Hansen: The most exciting class
I’ve taken at Hope. It’s based
around a ten-day camping trip
all around the beautiful Upper
Peninsula before the semester
begins. You’ll build friendships
while hiking and learning
about the origin of the earth.
When he’s not acting out sand

grains hopping or rolling, Dr.
Hansen may even share some
hitchhiking stories with you
around the firepit. M y tip: take
pictures and detailed notes of
every outcrop; it’s a lot in one
day to keep straight.
World Civilization II with
M ’bayo: History comes alive
with M ’bayo. He challenges you
to analyze history from diverse
perspectives and to consider
cultures different from the
mainstream
representation.
This class ismore than dates and
facts. M y tip: rethink what you
thought you knew.
Literature with Schakel: It
was British Lit for me, but every
class, every moment spent with
him will heighten not only your
learning, but your life. Soak up
his gentility, intelligence, and
enthusiasm, then go forth and
make the world a better place by
using what you learned. M y tip:
read everything that’s assigned
and really mull itover.
SpanishIVwithAgheana:His
name iscool, but hispersonality’s
even cooler. Get some laughs in
your classes while training your
ear and your mouth towards
fluency. His class is all about
getting over the fear of making

mistakes in a foreign language by
practicing fluidity. Take his class
and you’ll start speaking in full
sentences, without wasting your
time on tedious worksheets. M y
tip: take his stories with a grain
of salt.
Spanish Linguistics with
Woolsey: A robust, interesting,
and fresh course for Spanish
majors on the science of
language. This class identifies
the differences in pronunciation
for each consonant, the formulas
for predicting changes in
articulation, and the history of
different dialects, among other
topics. Woolsey goes out of his
way for his students to provide
the richest understading of the
subject. M y tip: go to bed early
the night before and take notes
in a notebook you won’t throw
away.
Modern
Dance
with
lannacone: This classislikeyoga
in front ofa great dancer/ slightly
angry man yelling atyou to push
yourself. The music comes from
the sounds of his mouth and
you’ll learn organic movement
to your own rhythm. You’ll also
learn to toughen up. M y tip: lose
any sense of self-consciousness.
Afro-fusion Dance with

Excuse m e as I ramble on
Columnist
O, hear I now ye students of
so littlefaith? Dost Ihear already
thy pleas to Mercy for her gentle
amnesty? Do those finals'tidings
make themselves so bitterly
known, and so soon?
Don't worry, I’m not nearly
cool enough to keep up this
pidgin Shakespearean diction
for an entire column. Instead
I’m just going to poke fun atyou.
Hah! Haha! Ha.
You know, it’s odd. Usually
I feel such a deep, thorough
compulsion to be sardonic
at times like these. As an
engineering major, finals week is
basically like, well, every week.
Sure, finals are harder, and they
are worth so much more credit
than the average test. And I
derive no masochistic pleasure
whenever they roll around— I
suppose what I’m getting at is
that it’s just another day in the
life. I am so used to studying all
the time and so inured to the
intense boredom and apathy
that comes with this action that
finals week doesn’treally feel all
that different.
I feel no need to complain
about that week-long gauntlet,
and I'll illustrate why as

follows. That you are reading
this newspaper, for instance,
assures a few different things.
First off, someone took the time
to teach you to read. Second,
it is quite likely that that same
person or set of people are the
ones funding your education at
Hope, or at least were the ones
who taught you the drive and
self-discipline required to pay
for ityourself.
And if you aren’t that Hope
student, you are one of the
professors
here,
hopefully
appreciating the point I’m about
to arrive at. To draw on the wise
rhetoric of our grandparents
and great-grandparents, there
are people that care about you
and have in some way given you
a chance at something that a lot
of people, both domestically and
abroad, do not have— a quality
college education.
Itisa blessing and a challenge.
I feel blessed and challenged,
anyway. Not eight months ago, I
leftm y home inTucson, Arizona,
for some Michigan grass (which
is to say the tufted green stuff
you sit on that is less accessible
in the Southwest). Ileftallof my

TIP:
friends and everything I have
known for the past thirteen
years to come to a place where
I had no family, no friends, and
no connections, simply because
this college sounded like the
place for me. Inow find that my
first year here is about to come
to a close. Since arriving, I've
found friends, connections, and,
yes, a family (cue the “aww's”),
in addition to receiving my first
dose of the aforementioned,
precious college education and
experience. So yeah, finals are
hard. Yeah, I’ve been through
some tough stuff in the past
couple of weeks and that's not
going to disappear in the next
couple of weeks by any means.
But I feel blessed. Itrust in God.
Oh, sometimes I grow so tired,
but Iknow I’ve got one thing I’ve
got to do...
Ramble on!
Ryan has now reached his
tenth official ramble of the aca
demic year. Do excuse him.

Please send your resume and a writing sam
ple by Wednesday, April 24th to anchor®
hope.edu.
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no narrative leeway; everything
happens through dialogue and
action, so it’s great training for
writers. You won’t be able to
watch plays, movies, or your
family gatherings in the same
way ever again. M y tip: carry a
notebook with you everywhere
and eavesdrop for good lines.
Poetry, Fiction, or nearly
anything with Sellers: Her
classes have justified my passion
for writing; they’ve shown
me that poetry is worship,
and that creativity is a way to
communicate with God as well
as with the self. Class time is
always packed, well-paced,
and inspirational. M y tip: take
advantage of office hours and be
honest in everything
Unfortunately, some of these
professorswon’tbe back atHope
next year and you might not get
the chance to take these exact
courses. But please, do yourself
a favor and talk to other students
about their class experiences.
Hope is full of unforgettable
faculty and you’d be wise to pick
your schedule based on them.

W E WANT
YOU...

Ryan Back m a n

Ramble on

Frazier: A challenging, rich, and
fun workout to the best remixed
African beats. Frazier creates a
warm and upbeat environment,
friendly to all levels of dancers.
You’ll move in ways you never
thought possible, and no
matter where you start, you’ll
improve from her individualized
attention and suggestions. M y
tip: keep your abs tight to save
your lower back.
Ceramics
with
Meyer:
This class is spiritual in its
metaphorical richness. It is also
very practical, taking itin the fall
with Christmas right around the
corner. Learn to create with your
own two hands artsy (lopsided)
mugs and bowls that make for
a lesson in humility as well as
great gifts. M y tip: go early and
often. Be patient, and once you
get the hang of it, go wild and
make as much as you can.
Playwriting with Tammi:
Write under the direction
of a theatre sage. The stories
he shares during class to
illustrate instruction are not
only entertaining, but valuable
life lessons. This class can be
frustrating, in that writing plays
is really difficult, but it’s so
worth it. In playwriting, there's

unless
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A Christian perspective on mountaintop removal
♦ MINING, from page 4
John 3:16. It was not
until I was 18 years old that I
learned a new factor about this
verse. Itsays, “For God so loved
the world, that He gave His one
and only Son, that whosoever
believes in Him shall not perish,
but have Eternal Life.”
What exactly does “the
world” cover?
I thought it
meant us, as humans, but now
I understand that God loves
the entire world— the land, the
trees, the birds, the fish, and the

people— so much that He sent
His Son to die for us. A large
part of this verse incorporates
the importance of the land itself,
and we have been neglecting the
protection of His creation.
From this trip, I think
that all of us can understand we
need to respect the land, as it
is so clearly a gift that God has
bestowed upon us. W e need
to be knowledgeable about
things that are occurring in our
country, and, although this is a
difficult feat, I think it is worth

putting forth an effort.
Although Idid not become
a “tree hugger” in response to
my trip, I walked away with
a new knowledge of my role
as a steward of the Earth,
understanding the injustice that
is occurring in the Appalachian
Mountains and learning more
about the importance of the
environmental movement. As a
Christian, Inow understand that
ismy role to protect the amazing
gift of the Earth that God has
provided for us.

Celebrate National Poetry Mon t h !
April is National Poetry Month. Hope has been celebrat
ing with readings by poets all month long, but here’s a e.e.
cummings poem to liven your spirits!
a pretty a day
(and every fades)
is here and away
(but born are maids
to flower an hour
in all,all)
o yes to flower
until so blithe
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a doer a wooer
s o m e limber and lithe
s o m e very fine m o w e r
a tall;tall
s o m e jerry so very
(and nellie and fan)
s o m e handsomest harry
(and sally a n d nan
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they tremble a n d cower
so pale:pale)
for betty was born
to never say nay
but lucy could learn
a n d lily could pray
a n d fewer were shyer
than doll, doll
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FROLFING THE DAY AWAY— Students enjoy the brief re
q u i e m from winter to play frlsbee golf In the Pine Grove. It’s
April, but the forecast for the next w e e k has snow, sleet and
39-degree weather. Thanks, global warming^
____
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TakeS u m m e r
Classes at G R C C !
- Easy transfer
- Save on tuition
- Quality education
Classes from May 13 through August 16
with a variety of start dates.
grcc.edu/Summer I G R C G A / f r i ^ f
Grind Rap'd-; Commd'nlty College isah eriualopponun r,'initUtitlon. GRCC isa tobacco In* campus. 1213-1074$
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M e n ’s golf takes
s ec on d to Calvin
at N C A A Qualifier

Sports

T he A n c h o r

M e n ’s tennis swings past N C A C opponents
J a m e s Rogers

Sport? Editor

The Flying Dutchmen hosted
the M I A A / N C A C Challenge on
Friday and Saturday at DeWitt
Staff W riter
Tennis
Center. The. M I A A
.
On Saturday, the men’s golf edged the N C A C 5-4 for the
team hosted the first round of conference victory.
M I A A teams included in the
N C A A Qualifiers against /our
tournament were Alma, Calvin
opponents.. .
Tlie Dutchmen came in and Hope. The N C A C side was
seconcf place ‘for the day by comprised of Oberlin, Ohio
’ig the Calvin CoUege Wesleyan and Wabash.
Steve Gorno’s Dutchmen
Knights by athere seven strokes.
“W e wanted to just get squad put forth a tremendous
:ourselves Iri a good position weekend effort, defeating all
for the 36 holes this weekend three N C A C teams. Hope's 5-0
at Calvin,” Ben Lewis (’15) said. win over Wabash on Saturday
“W e knew that we couldn’t win carried the M I A A past the
it on Saturday, but we certainly N C A C for the challenge win.
In Hope's first Friday match,
could
... have
- lost it.
“W e didn’t have our best they went up against Ohio
stuff, but we are still right there Wesleyan. The match was played
with a good chance to play well to decision with the Dutchmen
gammgf^.5-0 win.
this coming weekend.”
Bobby Cawood (T3) took
Calvin won the first of three
rounds in the qualifier that will care, of Will Thieman 6-1, 6-2.
determine who will represent Kyle Kreps (’13) then defeated
the conference in the N C A A - 1Sonqr.j Breen in straight sets,
6fl, 6-1.
Championships in May.
Doubles also proved to be
The Flying Dutchmen have
two more opportunities to still dominant for the Dutchmen
over Wesleyan. Cawood and
be qualifiers.
During Saturday’s match, Gabe Casher (’13) outlasted
Graham VanderHeide (T5) led Karban-Rissell 8-3, while Hope’s
Hope by shooting a 76. He was tandem of Parker Bussies (’14)
followed closelybehind by Lewis and Jason Muller (T3) shut out
and Collin Breit (15), who both Thieman-Russeil 8-0.
“Bob and I have a lot of fun
shot 78.
“M y goal was to go in and on the court,” Casher said. “I
shoot a good round to support know his style and he knows
my team, and get a solid lead mine, so we move together really
going in to next weekend,” well and give each other a lot of
good shots.
VanderHeide said.
“W e ’ve changed our game up
Evan Telzerow (15) shot 79
and John Cannon (13) shot 82 to this season which has made us
conclude the Dutchmen players.
Overall,
Calvin’s
Dave
Sarkipato was the medalist of
the day after recording a 70.
With a combined shot total
of 311, Hope landed in front of
Adrian College (313) and Trine
University (318).
The weather was not the
prettiest on Saturday, but the
Dutchmen knew all the teams
would stillbattle.
“The weather was difficult,
but everybody had to play in it,”
Lewis said. “W e have played in
conditions like that before, but it
was tough for everyone.”
In order to keep their
productive
momentum
going into next weekend, the
Dutchmen need to find a way
to stun the Knights.
They
have been Hope’s toughest
opponents all year, but they are
also definitely beatable.
“I would love to post a
couple more good rounds to
back my team up as we set our
|
sights on nationals in Florida,”
y 0'VanderHeide said.
O n Friday and Saturday,
the Dutchmen will play away
matches hosted by Calvin for
the second (Friday) and third
(Saturday) rounds of the N C A A
qualifier.
“W e have a very good team,”
Lewis said. “The amount of
talent that all of our players
touRpyelp
possess is incredible. W e haven’t
played our best golfyet.”
Kyle B e r n a c i a k

60+

fresh fruit
and fun
toppings

Gabe Casher (’13)
more dominant, but we’re still
trying to polish it up and get
better.”
The duo of Kreps and Davis
VanderVeen (’13) posted the
third doubles win for Hope,
ousting Wesleyan’s BreenSwaim.
The Dutchmen’s second
match on Friday concluded with
an 8-1 edge over Oberlin. Hope’s
doubles played well again, taking
allthree from the Yeomen.
Cawood and Casher swung
past Turchin-Marks 8-3, Muller
and Bussies escaped LouisZeliger with an 8-5 win and
Kreps and VanderVeen posted
a 8-4 triumph over McKenaGoebel.
Cawood, Muller and Kreps
also each secured a singles win
over Oberlin. Cody Herbruck
(’15) posted the 12th singles
win of his career with a 6-4, 6-2
defeat of Eliot Heaton.
Jon Panzer (’15) joined the
singles victory carousel with a
6-4, 6-1 win of his own against
Yeoman Brandon McKena.
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Hope rounded out the
weekend challenge with a clutch W e d n e s d a y
April 17
5- 0 win over the Little Giants of M e n ’s Tennis
Wabash.
vs. Albion at 4 p.m.
Muller and Panzer came
up big for the Dutchmen in
singles. Muller delivered a 6-2, Saturday
April 20
6- 2 upending of Mark Troiano, W o m e n ’s Tennis
while Panzer posted a 6-2, 6-0
vs. Saint Mar y ’s at 1 p.m.
rout of Wabash's Drew Sawyer.
M e n ’s Baseball
The big three Hope tandems
vs. Albion at 1 p.m.
were unstoppable for a third
M e n ’s Lacrosse
time. For the weekend, the
vs. Albion at 1 p.m.
Dutchmen duos went 9-0.
Cawood and Casher tripped .
up Miller-Delgado 8-5, Muller
and Bussies dominated TroianoKoelper 8-2 and Kreps and
In B rief
VanderVeen outplayed LeonardMEN AND WOMEN TAKE
Sawyer 8-1.
SECOND AT JAMBOREE
“W e had a great weekend
in [doubles] starting with two
Hope’s men’s and women’s
big wins on Friday over Ohio
Wesleyan and Oberlin,” Casher track and field teams compet
said. “Bobby was serving up ed on Saturday in the M IAA
bombs all weekend so I got a Jamboree meet at Olivet.
lot of opportunities to put balls
Both men
and women
placed second, trailing Calvin.
away at the net.
In the 1500 meter run, Sheri
“Against Wabash, we got up
early and held on towards the McCormack (’14) took first in
end with a couple of big shots to 4:45.84. McCormack also placed
second in the 5000 meters.
close itout.”
Sarah Venlet (’13) placed
Bussies now leads the team
with 13 doubles wins, and first in the 400 meter hurdles
Cawood increased his seasonal (1:05.23) and second in the
100 meter hurdles (16.31).
singles victories to 14.
Amelia Stanley (’14) and KayThe three wins over the
weekend
improved
the lee Kish (’16) took first and sec
Dutchmen’s season record to 13- ond in pole vault, respectively,
4. Hope hosts M I A A opponent both with heights of 2.90 meters.
On the men’s side, Boone MaAlbion today, Wednesday, April
rois (’16) placed first in the 100
17 at 4 p.m.
“The M I A A is strong this meter dash (11.39) and second
year, meaning we have to be in the 200 meter dash (23.38).
Joel Rietsema (’13) de
more prepared for every match,
both physically and mentally,” livered a strong performance
in the 800 meters, win
Casher said.
ning with a time of 1:54.41.
Hope will host the M IAA
Field Day on May 2-3.
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MIAA
PLAYERS OF THE WEEK
W o m e n ’s Lacrosse
Molly Greenfield (’15)
Offense
W o m e n ’s Lacrosse
Katie Sabourin (’14)
Defense
M e n ’s Lacrosse
Michael Schofield (’14)
Defense
W o m e n ’s Tennis
Anna Garcia (’16)
Singles/Doubles

BASEBALL SPLITS WITH
TRINE
The Dutchmen hosted Trine
on Monday for a M I A A dou
bleheader at Boeve Stadium.
Hope was defeated 7-4 in
the first game. Coach Stu Fritz’s
team gained a 2-0 lead after the
first inning, but a five-run fourth
inning for the Thunder proved
to be the momentum shifter.
TJ
Klein
(’13)
went
2-4 with three RBI, in
cluding a two-run homer.
The Dutchmen defeated Trine
3- 2 in eight innings in the second
game, making their record 15-10.

Get to know him: All-American Chris Kunnen talks with Steven Skawski
Hope hockey teammates have a chat in which w e learn more about Kunnen, w h o w a s n a m e d the A C H A National Player of the Year
Steven Skawski

G uest W

riter

Reporting for The Anchor,
Steven Skawski (’14) sat down
and talked with teammate
Chris Kunnen (’13) about
Kunnen’s
recent
hockey
accomplishments and a variety
ofother things.
The Anchor: Would you
mind sharing a bit about what
it’slike to win A C H A (American
Collegiate Hockey Association)
National Player of the Year?
Chris Kunnen: It’s not the
award I was hoping to get this
season. But it’s definitely a
tremendous honor, and I take it
with humility and pride. A semi
great way to encapsulate my
career here at Hope.
A: Obviously achieving so
much success requires a whole
lot of effort and dedication.
H ow did you stay motivated
throughout the season?
C: I think the one thing
I’ve learned through m y time
playing hockey at Hope College
is that you can’t take one shift
off,let alone one day offat Hope
College. Through the example
put forth by previous senior
classes, I definitely learned not
to take any day for granted. It
trulywas a blessing to be around
the team this year, and that was
allof the motivation I needed to
put forth that consistent effort.
A: All of the games we play
tend to blur together in my
mind. Is there one that stood
out to you from the 2012-2013
campaign?
C: I think there are two that
stand out to me. One being
the come-from-behind win in
Saginaw to complete the sweep.
In my career, we had never won

in Saginaw. That was quite an
accomplishment for the team.
Number two would be the O T
loss against Davenport in the
M C H C playoffs. Although we
lost, it was really good to see
the team respond in the third
period and carry the pace of
play in the third period. W e
were also missing (Justin) Click
that weekend, so a lot of players
stepped up to fillthat void.
A: Let’s break it down even
further. Hockey players, like all
athletes, have game day routines.
Being a German, I’d assume you
have a strict game day regiment.
Care to share?
C: I like to begin my day
with a bike ride in the morning,
loosen up my legs and get a
good stretch. From there, a
mid-afternoon supper normally
consisting of pasta and chicken.
I then get dressed in my suit and
go to Bigby’s for a grande house
blend/French roast coffee, black.
From there, it’sallbusiness when
Iget to the arena.
A: You were also an academic
All-American this year. H o w do
you manage being a successful
student-athlete? Any tips to the
young aspiring “geek-letes” out
there?
C: I knew hockey was not
going to be a career for me
once I entered Hope College,
so making sure to spend a good
portion of m y day on academics
was
something
I always
valued. Plus, I have many good
friends on the team that hold
me accountable. You should
approach your studies with the
same enthusiasm that you do
when you approach hockey.
A:
You’ve
already
accomplished one of my life
goals in your ability to say, “I’ll
have the usual” to any employee

atBigApple Bagel (BABS). Quite
an accomplishment. What isthe
usual? And what about BABS
inspires such customer loyalty?
C: I’m a big believer in routine
because that’swhere good habits
come from. The usual consists
of a honey oat bagel with peanut
butter, toasted, and a 16 oz.
breakfast blend coffee. It’s just
a great, friendly place to go
with my teammates, especially
Anthony Gasparotto, and to
share great conversations.
A: I understand you fashion
yourself as a musician. Care to
explain, Renaissance man?
C: I was never formally
trained, but I'vealways been abig
fan ofmusic. Ipicked up a guitar
in high school and have been
self-taught ever since. I’m by no
means exceptional, but I'dlike to
think that I put some effort into
it. Anthony and Icurrently have
a band with a tentative member
in Christian Leathley. Our first
gig is scheduled in June. W e ’re
currently rehearsing for that.
A: Rumor is,you’re expecting.
...A puppy. What's the story?
C: I’ve always been a big fan
of dogs and now that hockey
is over, I’m entering the next
stage of life. I feel like I need
someone to fill the void. The
puppy’s name is Odin and he
is an English Golden Retriever.
He’s going to be a stud. I take
that back. He’s already a stud.
A: For allyou single ladies out
there, that’s your cue. Walking
away from hockey will no doubt
be tough. What’s something
you’ll take away from hockey
and seek to apply in your life
going forward?
C: The memories of practices
and games may fade away, but
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ENDING STRONG— Chris K u n n e n (’13), right, claimed the
A C H A National Player of the Year for the 2 0 1 2 - 2 0 1 3 season.
friendships
forever.

forged

will last

A: [Pause] Had to letthat sink
in for a bit. W e allknow hockey
is a grueling sport, no other
college sport lasts from October
until March. Are you burned
out or are you looking to stay
involved with the sport?
C: Normally after every
season, Itake about a month off
from hockey. So we will see how
I feel in May. However, I am
excited to watch some playoff
hockey.
A: On a lighter note, how
does it feel to have to watch
the perennial and consistent
Stanley Cup candidate Red
Wings struggle, while the rival
Blackhawks make history and
write the headlines? I mean,
they were on the cover of Sports
Illustrated this year. No small
feat for a hockey team.

C: Obviously m y allegiance is
with the Red Wings. But, when it
comes down to playoffs, I cheer
for the Central Division.
A: So ipso facto, you’re
cheering for the Hawks?
C: If the Hawks are not
playing the Red Wings, I’llcheer
for them. It’s always good for
the Central Division to have a
team competing.
A: Glad we got that settled.
Last question: pressure is
on to leave my readers with
something profound to ponder.
I’m thinking a piece of advice
from a wise senior who already
has his feet in the working world
would suffice.
C: Remember to appreciate
the little things, because when
you look back and reflect, it’s
those littlethings that made itso
special.

M e n ’s lacrosse holds back Olivet, captures 14-12 win over the Comets
Caitlin Rivera

A ssistant Sports Editor

On Saturday, the Flying
Dutchmen defeated Olivet 1412 in a close conference battle.
Hope started off strong with
two goals from Josh Kamstra

(T3), paving the lead for the rest
of the game.
With 45 seconds left in the
first half, Kamstra scored again,
this time assisted by Nicklas
Raycraft (15), ending the half
with a commanding 10-5 lead.
In the third quarter, the
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Dutchmen only letin one goal at Caleb Digison (14) with two
the start. Three goals from Hope and Parker Osterink (16) and
followed, ending the quarter Raycraft with one each.
with a five-goal lead.
Pagkanlungan was named the
With 10 minutes left in the M I A A ’s Player of the Week last
last quarter, Niko Pagkanlungan week for offense, and Kamstra
(14) sent one past the goalie, now has 48 goals in nine games.
making the score 14-8.
Zach Wormmeester (15),
After the score,the Dutchmen Osterink, Digison and Raycraft
remained scoreless while Olivet each contributed one assist.
tried to catch up. Hope let in
In goal for the Dutchmen
four more goals, but it wasn’t was Ben Weber (15), who was
enough to catch the Dutchmen’s credited with ten saves. Taking
lead, and Hope stayed ahead faceoffs for Hope were Michael
with a final score of 14-12.
Schofield (14), who won 17 out
“W e had quite a few penalties of 22, and Connor Smith (16),
called on us in the fourth quarter, winning 3 of 5.
so that’s why they started
Overall, Hope won 20 of the
catching up,” Pagkanlungan 27 faceoffs, blowing Olivet's
said. “There was maybe a little faceoffteam out of the water.
Hope fired a total of 41 shots,
bit of concern, but our defense
stepped up big and [Ben] Weber including 13 from Kamstra and
made some huge saves at the seven from Digison.
end."
Schofield led the team in
Scoring goals for the ground ball pickups with 12,
Dutchmen were Kamstra with followed by Taylor Denver (16)
six, Pagkanlungan with four, with six and Smith, Weber and

Digison with four each.
Hope is currently sitting
fourth in the M I A A with a 2-1
conference record (7-2 overall).
O n Saturday, Hope will take on
Albion, who is ranked third in
the MIAA.
This leaves only two more
games in conference play for the
Flying Dutchmen against rivals
Calvin and Trine.
The M I A A Tournament will
be held May 2 through May 4 at
a venue to be announced.
“When looking toward the
M I A A Tournament, we just
need to tidy up things on offense
and defense," Pagkanlungan said.
“If we tidy up things and game
plan a littlebetter, Ithink we can
beat anyone.
“Most importantiy, we just
need to get healthy and have
everyone back, because with our
whole team there and healthy,
we can beat anyone and win this
tournament.”

